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Moot The Anther
Cathaleen Finley is an associate professor in the
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PimmOrnhe Program
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Fact Sheet

Career Opportunities Unit for

Choices and Careers

Free To Choose

"Career Opportunities" is an attempt to help girls understand

some of the many career opportunities which are available to them.

Information is provided on job clusters, both by job orientation

and school subjects. Ideas for field trips and guest speakers are

included. A variety of learning experiences are provided as a means

of exploring career opportunities.

The unit includes a leaders guide (W2GX6), Career Opportunities,

Book II (W3GM6) and Career Opportunities, Book III (W3G06).

As a supplement to the unit you might wish to purchase the Hand-

book of Job Facts for $6.00 from Science Research Associates, Inc.,

259 E. Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611, I Can Be Anything for

$4.50 paperback from College Board Publication Orders, Box 2815,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540, and the Occupational Outlook Handbook or

$6.85 from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D. C. 20402.

The Career Education Directory can be ordered from Wisconsin Board

of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education, 211 N. Carroll, Madison,

Wisconsin 53703, as can Opportunities Through Education. The Introduc-

tion to the University System can be ordered from Statewide Communica-

tions, University of Wisconsin System, 1856 Van Hise Hall, Madison,

W1GX6



Wisconsin 53706.

The slide set, Women, Today, and Tomorrow can be ordered from

Community Programs, 401 Extension Building, 432 N. Lake Street; Madison,

Wisconsin 53706.

Abed The Anther
Cathaleen Finley is an associate professor in the
Department of Family Development, University of
WisconsinExtension. Amy Martin did the illustra-
tions for the unit.

Abed The Program
"Career Opportunities" has been developed as part of the project Choices
& Careers, Free to Choose, a career development project for tribal girls.
The project was developed with the assistance of tribal women in Wiscon-
sin and funded with special needs funds from Extension ServiceUSDA.

Cooperative Extension Programs
University of Wisconsin- Extension
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To Be A

ONE NEEDS:

Education beyond high school:

High school courses:

Personal characteristics:

ONE CAN EXPECT:

Salary:

Chance of advancement:

Demand:
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Work Orientation Questionnaire

Directions: The following statements describe various things about
working on a job. You are to respond to each statement in
the way you think you would if you were working today at
the job of your choice. Circle whether you would be likely

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

to behave in the way described - (A) Always, (F) Freauently,
(0) Occasionally, (S) Seldom, (N) Never.

If I were working today . . .

F 0 S N 1. I would enjoy acting as the spokesperson for my fellow
workers.

F 0 S N 2. I would like to get as much overtime work as possible.

F 0 S N 3. I would like to have complete freedom on my job.

F 0 S N 4. I would like to know exactly what my job responsibilities
are.

F 0 S N 5. I would like to be able to use my own judgment in
solving problems.

AFOSN 6. I would encourage fellow workers to get their jobs
done right.

F 0 S N 7. I would like to try out my ideas on the job.

F 0 S N 8. I would want workers to do their job the way they
think best.

F 0 S N 9. I would work hard for a promotion.

F 0 S N 10. I would keep the work moving as fast as possible.

F 0 S N 11. I would settle conflicts when they occur among my
fellow workers.

F 0 S N 12. I might get swamped by too many details.

AFOSN 13. I would like my boss to be clear on what and how
things should be done.

F 0 S N 14. I would like each worker to be assigned particular
jobs to do.

F 0 S N 15. I would like all workers to follow standard rules
and regulations.

F 0 S N 16. I would dislike a boss who made employees compete
with.each other in getting the job done.

t., 732



A F 0 S N 17.

A F 0 S N 18.

A F 0 S N 19.

A F 0 S N 20.

A F 0 S N 21.

A F 0 S N 22.

A F 0 S N 23.

A F 0 S N 24.

A F 0 S N 25.

A F 0 S N 26.

A F 0 S N 27.

A F 0 S N 28.

A F 0 S N 29.

A F 0 S N 30.

I would want my fellow workers to be really inter-
ested in getting the job done right the first time.

I would like to be known as a friendly, cooperative,
worker,

I don't think anything could be worse than having
to work with people with whom I couldn't be friends.

I would like to keep learning new and interesting things
to help me do my job.

I would do my best when I worked with a group of
people who got along well together.

I would work my best when my boss encouraged me to
work harder so that my job would help the company
produce more.

I don't think anything could be worse than failing to
get an important job done.

I would be disturbed by a lot of bickering and arguments
among the people with whom I worked.

I would really like a boss who gets the job done.

In my time away from the job, I would prefer getting
together with friends more than working on hobbies.

I would like to be the person whose planning got the
job done.

I would find working with good friends more important
than getting the job done.

I would really like a boss who was easy to talk to and
made the job a friendly place in which to work.

I would like to be known as a worker who does a job fast
and well.

T P



SCORING THE WORK ORIENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE

A. Write a 1 in front of all the items on which you circled

either A (Always) or F (Freouently).

B. Circle the "l's" which you have written in front of the following

items: 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 16, 18, 19, 21, 24, 26, 28, 29.

C. Count the circled "l's". This is your person orientation (P) score.

Record the score in the blank following the letter "P" at the end

of the ouestionnaire.

D. Count the uncircled "l's". This is your task orientation score (T).

Record this number in the blank following the letter T.

e-N Oh
0.0 t7



Work Orientatiort-Grid
In order to locate yourself on the Work Orientation Grid below

find your score on the People dimension (P) on the lower horizontal line.

Next, move up the column corresponding to your P-score to the square that

corresponds to your Task score (T). Place an X in the sauare that represents

your two scores.

Task
Orientation
Score

15

1

1

1

1

1

1

!

l

High Task
(II)

Low People

High Task
(IV)

High People

1.
..._

.

?

3 Average
(III)

Task &
People

5

,

3

Low Task
Low Task

2 (I)
(V)

1. Low People
High People

)

t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 11 14

People Orientation Score
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What About- his Job:,

Using want ads from a newspaper, select two or three jobs and answer

the following questions:

What kind of education is needed?

What Beery would one expect?

What might employment opportunities'be like in five or 10 years?

What are some of the reasons a person might like a job like this?

What are some of the reasons a person might not like a job like this?

36
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What About- his Job::

Using want ads from a newspaper, select two or three jobs and answer

the following questions:

What kind of education is needed?

What salary would one expect?

What might employment opportUnities be like in five or 10 years?

What are some of the reasons a person might like a job like this?

What are some of the reasons a person might not like a job like this?
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What About- -This Job";

Using want ads from a newspaper, select two or three jobs and answer

the following quwations:

What kind of education is needed?

What salary would one expect?

What might employment opportunities be like in five or 10 years?

What are some of the reasons a person might like a job like this?

What are some of the reasons a person might not like a job like this?
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Cat lisle's Finley

Phut The Alike
Cathaleen Finley is an associate professor in the

Department of Family Development, University of

Wisconsin Extension.

AbelliThe Norm
"Career Opportunities" has been developed as part of the project Choices

& Careers, Free to Choose, a career development project for tribal girls.

The project was developed with the assistance of tribal women in Wisconsin

and was funded with special needs funds from Extension Service-USDA.
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To Be A

ONE NEEDS:

Education beyond high school:

High school courses:

Personal characteristics:

ONE CAN EXPECT:

Salary:

Chance of advancement:

Demand:
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Work Orientation aLtestIonnaire

Directions: The following statements describe various things about
working on a job. You are to respond to each statement,in
the way you think you would if you were working today at
the job of your choice. Circle whether you would be likely
to behave in the way described - (A) Always, (F) Freouently,
(0) Occasionally, (S) Seldom, (N) Never.

If I were working today . . .

A F 0 S N 1. I would enjoy acting as the spokesperson for my fellow
workers.

A F 0 S N 2. I would like to get as much overtime work as possible.

A F 0 S N 3. I would like to have complete freedom on my job.

A F 0 S N 4. I would like to know exactly what my job responsibilities
are.

A F 0 S N 5. I would like to be able to use my own judgment in
solving problems;

A F 0 S N 6. I would encourage fellow workers to get their jobs
done right.

A F 0 S N 7. I would like to try out my ideas on the job.

A F 0 S N 8. I would want workers to do their job the way they
think best.

A F 0 S N 9. I would work hard for a promotion.

A F 0 S N 10. I would keep the work moving as fast as possible.

A F 0 S N 11. I would settle conflicts when they occur among my
fellow workers.

A F 0 S N 12. I might get swamped by too many details.

A F 0 S N 13. I would like my boss to be clear on what and how
things should be done.

A F 0 S N 14. I would like each worker to be assigned particular
jobs to do.

A F 0 S N 15. I would like all workers to follow standard rules
and regulations.

A F 0 S N 16. I would dislike a boss who made employees compete
witheach other in getting the job done.

32



A F 0 S N 17.

AFOSN 18.

A F 0 S N 19.

A F 0 S N 20.

A F 0 S N 21.

A F OS N 22.

A F OS N 23.

A F OS N 24.

A F OS N 25.

A F OS N 26.

A F OS N 27.

A F OS N 28.

A F 0 S N 29.

A F 0 S N 30.

I would want my fellow workers to be really inter-

ested in getting the job done right the first time.

I would like to be known as a friendly, cooperative,
worker.

I don't think anything could be worse than having
to work with people with whom I couldn't be friends.

I would like to keep learning new and interesting things
to help me do my job.

I would do my best when I worked with a group of
people who got along well together.

I would work my best when my boss encouraged me to
work harder so that my job would help the company
produce more.

I don't think anything could be worse than failing to
get an important job done.

I would be disturbed by a lot of bickering and arguments
among the people with whom I worked.

I would really like a boss who gets the job done.

In my time away from the job, I would prefer getting
together with friends more than working on hobbies.

I would like to be the person whose planning got the
job done.

I would find working with good friends more important
than getting the job done.

I would really like a boss who was easy to talk to and
made the job a friendly place in which to work.

I would like to be known as a worker who does a job fast
and well.

T



SCORING THE WORK ORIENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE

A. Write a 1 in front of all the items on vhIch you circled

either A (Always) or F (Freruently).

B. Circle the "l's" which you have written in front of the following

items: 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 16, 18, 19, 21, 24, 26, 28, 29.

C. Count the circled "l's". This; is your person orientation (P) score.

Record the score in the blank follouing the letter "P" at the end

of the puestionnaire.

D. Count the uncircled "l's". This is your task orientation score (T).

Record this number in the blank following tha letter T.



Work Orientation Grid
In order to locate yourself on the Work Orientation Grid below

find your score on the People dimension (P) on the lower horizontal line.

Next, move up the column corresponding to your P-score to the square that

corresponds to your Task score (T). Place an X in the square that represents

your two scores.

15

14

13

12

Task 11
Orientation
Score 10

High Task
(II)

Low People

High Task
(IV)

High People

4

Average
(III)

Task &
People

01

Low Task
(I)

Low People

4

Low Task 4

(V)

High People

4

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1-

People Orientation. Score

35
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What About- -ThiG job;

Using want ads from a newspaper, select two or three jobs ....lanswer

the following questions:

What kind of education is needed?

What salary would one expect?

What might employment opportunities be like in five or 10 years?

What are some of the reasons a person might like a job like this?

What are some of the reasons a person might not like a job like this?

36
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What About -This Job;

Using want ads from a newspaper, select two or three jobs and answer

the following questions:

What kind of education is needed?

What salary would one expect?

What might employment opportunities be like in five or 10 years?

What are some of the reasons a person might like a job like this?

What are some of the reasons a person might not like a job like this?

37
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What About- Th iG Job:,

Using want ads from a newspaper, select two or three jobs and answer

the following questions:

What kind of education is needed?

What salary would one expect?

What might employment opportunities be like in five or 10 years?

What are some of the reasons a person might like a job like this?

What are some of the reasons a person might not like a jcb like this?
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Employment- °u{-look In Individual Fields

Occupation

Average
Percent Annual
Women Openings Employment Trends and Prospects

EDUCATION AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

Teaching Occupations

College and university 27
teachers

24,000 Entrants may face keen competition through

the mid-1980's. New doctor's and masteris

degree holders, the main source of supply,

are expected to more than meet the ex-

panding demand for college and university

teachers.

Kindergarten and ele- 86 105,000 Competition is expected through the mid-
meAtary school
teachers 1980's. If patterns of entry and reentry

continue, the number of persons quali-

fied to teach in elementary schools will

exceed the number of openings.

Secondary school
teachers

49 40,000 If past trends of entry continue through

the mid-1980's, the supply will greatly

exceed anticipated requirements. Keen

competitior for prospective teachers, al-

though a rc2ent survey found teacher short-

ages in mathematics, industrial arts,

special education, and some vocational-

technical subjects.

Library Occupations

Librarians 83 11,200 Favorable overall opportunities, but some

librarians may have to compete for jobs of

'39 pe,



Occupation

Average
Percent Annual
Women 0 eniogs. EIlloycaect Trends and Prospects

Best employment prospects

libraries.

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

Dental Occupations

Dental Assistants 98 13,000 _23:o).ant prospects for dental

ass-istanus, especially for graduates of

approve:: t:.lining programs.

Dental Hygienists. 96 4,800 Demand is to continue to outstrip

supply. Ve good opportunities for both

full- an par':-time workers.

Dental laboratory
technicians

(*) 2,000 Very good employment prospects for ex-

perier.cd rechnicians. Very favorable

1-:or recent graduates of ap-

pro\riad p.fordms.

Dentists 3 5,300 Favo.zabic. ].(..,1ent. opportunities through

th mf_c1-16:!'s. Newly added teaching

dental schools should allow

the supDly tlo approach reeds by 1985.

Medical Practitioner Occupations

Chiropractors

* Estimates not available.

9 1,000 Favorable opportunities. Popuation growth

and inclusion ef chiropractic services in

many in;:uraL programs are expected to

rcs.it;. :I incroa8c in demand.

...... .

40



Occupati A
Percent
Women

Average
Annual
Openings

Optometrists (*) 900

Physicians and
osteopathic physi-
cians

12 19,000

Veterinarians 5 1,400

Employment Trends and Prospects

Favorable employment outlook for this

moderately growing occupation. Most

openings will result from deaths and re-

tirements.

Very good employment opportunities for

physicians.

Favorable employment outlook. Supply is

expected to increase more rapidly than in

the past, however, because of increased

capacity of veterinary schools.

Medical Technician, Technologist, and Assistant Occupations

Medical assistants (*) 25,000

Medical laboratory
workers

(*) 13,000

Radiologic technologists 70 6,500

Excellent employment opportunities due to

the very rapid growth in the number of

physicians, the principal employers.

Graduates of 2-year college programs will

be especially in demand.

Moderate employment expansion as a result

of 'ride use of laboratory services by

physicians.

Favorable outlook for both full- and part-

time workers due to expansion in the use

of X-ray equipment and the growing demand

for medical services in general.

* = Estimates not available. 41
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Occupation
Percent
women

Average
Annual
Opening

Nursing Occupations

97 70,000Licensed practical
nurses

Nursing aides, order-
lies, and attendants

84 100,000

Registered nurses 98 75,000

Other Health Occupations

92 3,100Dietitians

Pharmacists 14 7,700

Employment trends and prospects

Very good opportunities as health faci-

lities continue to expand and as practi-

cal nurses are increasingly utilized to

lighten the load of registered nurses.

Very rapid employment rise. Most openings

will occur from the need to replace work-

ers who die or retire.

Favorable employment prospects esoecially

for nurses with graduate training seeking

positions as teachers and administrators.

Rapid employment growth to meet the needs

for management in the nutrition and food

fields in hospitals and extended care

facilities, schools, industrial plants,

and commercial eating places.

Very good outlook due to moderate employ-

ment growth and openings from deaths and

retirements. Many openings are expected

in pharmacies in new communities and

through the more extensive use in hospi-

tals and clinics.

42
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Occupation

SOCIAL SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

School counselors

Average
Percent Annual
Women Openings Employment Trends and Prospects

(*) 2,900 Favorable employment opportunities in the

long run due mainly to the Federal Govern-

ment's Career Educatton Program. A de-

cline in school enrollments until the

late 1970's will mode:ate tumediate growth.

Home economists (*) 9,200 Despite an anticipated slow growth in em-

ployment, many job openings will be avail-

able due to deaths and retirements. Those

wishing to teach in high schools may face

competition but those with graduate de-

grees should find good employment pros-

pects in college and university teaching.

Psychologists 40 4,300

Recreation workers 46 5,500

Social workers 61 17,500

* v Estimates not available.

Good job outlook for clinical and counsel-

ing psychologists. Those wishing co teach

or do research in large colleges and uni-

versities may face some competition.

Excellent employment opportunities for

young people with a bachelor's degree in

recreation. There will be many opportuni-

ties for part-time work.

43

Excellent employ,..ent opportunities for

those with graduate degrees. Favorable

outlook through the 1970's for those with

E17



Occupation

Average
Percent Annual
Women Openings Employment Trends and Prospects

bachelor's degreL3, although competition

may increase in the 1980's.

SOCIAL SCIENCE OCCUPATIONS

Economists 19 1,500 Economists with master's and doctor's de-

grees may find keen competition for better

jobs in colleges and universities and pri-

vate industry. Basic research will offer

the best opportunities for those with a

bachelor's degree.

Historians (*) 1,500 Experienced Ph.D.'s are expected to face

keen competition for college teaching.

New Ph.D. recipients and those with lesser

degrees are likely to face very keen com-

petition. High school teaching positions

may be available for those meeting cer-

tification requirements.

Sociologists 35 1,200 Employment opportunities for Ph.D.'s are

expected to be favorable though they may

face some competition for choice academic

jobs. Those with master's degrees are

likely to face some competition for acade-

mic positions, but jobs in government and

private industry will be available.

* = Estimates not available. 44
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Occupation

Average
Percent Annual
Women Openings Employment Trends and Prospects

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS

Life scientists 12 9,200 New graduates may face severe competition

since the number of graduates is expected

to glow more rapidly than employment oppor-

tunities. However, those with advanced

degrees, especially the Ph.D., will ex-

perience the least competition. Medical

scientists should find the best opportuni-

ties due to the emphasis on research of

cancer, heart, and other diseases. Those

with only an undergraduate degree may be

limited to research assistant or techni-

cian jobs.

Statisticians 43 1,700

Chemists 12 6,800

Drafters 8 17,900

Favorable employment prospects for persons

who can combine training in statistics with

knowledge of a field where it can be applied,

such as economics.

Favorable employment opportunities. Demand

for industrial products, further research on

urgent pollution and ,!.del shortage problems,

and the need for health-related research will

contribute to the need for additional chemist,

Skilled drafters, especially those with

post-high school training, are expected to

have favorable employment opportunities.

Pn
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Occup-tion

Average
Percent Annual
Women Openings Employment Trends and Prospects

Engineering and
science technicians

6 39,600 Favorable employment opportunities, es-

pecially for graduates of postsecondary

training programs. Rapid growth will re-

sult from industrial expansion and increas-

ing opportunities in the fields of atomic

energy, environmental control, and urban

development.

OFFICE OCCUPATIONS-

Clerical Occupations

Bookkeeping workers 88 118,000 Limited employment growth because of in-

creasing automation of recordkeeping. Most

job openings will result from deaths and

retirements.

Cashiers 87 96,000

File clerks 86 22,800

Office machine 74 13,700

Operators

Rapid growth in employment. Best pros-

pects for persons with typing and bookkeep-

ing skills. Favorable opportunities for

part-time work.

Increased demand for adequate recordkeep-

ing should result in many job openings.

Limited growth due to the increasing use

of computers to store and retrieve data.

Despite expected growth in the volume of

office work, employment growth should be

slow due to the expansion of automated

recordkeeping.



Occupation
Percent
Women

97

Average
Annual
Openings

55,100Receptionists

Stenographers and
secretaries 97 411,000

Stock clerks 25 34,800

Typists 97 115,700

Computer and Related Occupations

27,000Computer operating
personnel

(*)

Employment Trends and Prospects

Very rapid employment growth due to the

expansion of businesses employing recep-

tionists. Because this work is oi a

personal nature, prospects should not be

affected by office automation.

The increasing use of dictating machines

will limit opportunities for office steno-

graphers. Excellent prospects for secre-

taries and shorthand reporters.

Very rapid employment growth as manufactur-

ing firms, wholesale establishments, and

retail stores continue to expand. Some

competition for jobs can be expected be-

cause many young people seek this work as

a first job.

Rapid employment growth with good opportuni-

ties for cumpetent typists, especially

those familiar with automatic typewriters.

Rapid rise in employment in console and

auxiliary equiwnent operators as the num-

ber of computer installations increases.

Declining demand for keypunch operators

because of improved methods of data entry.

* = Estimates not available. 47



Occupation

Percent
Women

Average
Annual
Openings

Programmers 22 13,000

Systems analysts

,;

14 8,300

Banking Occupations

(*) 43,200Bank clerks

Bank officers 18 13,600

Bank tellers 93 25,000

Insurance Occupations

(*) 5,800Claim adjusters

* = Estimates not available. 48

Employment Trends and Prospects

Rapid employment growth as computers are

used increasingly in business and govern-

ment operations. Best opportunities for

persons qualified in both programming and

systems analysis.

Very rapid employment growth as require-

ments for data processing systems expand

because of increased use of computers.

Rapid employment growth as new and exist-

ing banks expand their services. Best

prospects for data processing workers.

Rapid employment gains as the number of

barks irv;reases and the services they

offer expand.

Rapid employment growth as banks expand

their services. Favorable opportunities

for part-time work during peak business

hours.

Moderate employment increase due to expand-

ing insurance sales and resulting claims.

Deeliaing opporturities For adjusters who



Occupation

Average
Percent Annual
Women Openings Employment Trends and Prospects

specialize in automobile claims as more

States adopt no-fault insurance plans;

very good prospects for other types of

adjusters.

Underwriters (*) 2,500 Many opportunities as the demand for in-

surance protection increases. Best pros-

pects for those with college training.

Administrative and Related Occupations

Accountants 22 41,900 Good opportunities. Because of the growing

complexity of business accounting require-

ments, those with college degrees will be

in greater demand than those without de-

grees.

Lawyers 6 16,500 Moderate employment rise due to the growth

of legal action in such areas as consumer

protection and the environment and the

greater use of attorneys by low- and

middle-income groups. Prospects for esta-

blishing a new practice probably will be

best in small towns and growing suburban

areas; most salaried positions will be-

come available in urban areas. Keen com-

petition for salaried positions.

* = Estimates not available. 49
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Occupation

Personnel workers

Average
Percent Annual
Women Openings Employment Trends and Prospects

34 (*) Excellent opportunities. Particularly

good job prospects for persons trained

in psychological testing and in handling

work-related problems. Limited chances

to enter field from clerical or subpro-

fessional jobs.

Public relations
workers

29 * )

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Cleaning and Related Occupations

136,000Building custodians 13

Hotel housekeepers and
assistants

(*) 1,700

Food Service Occupations

30 8,800Bartenders

Cooks and chefs 60 52,000

* Estimates not available.

Moderate employment increase due to growth

in importance of public relations,

Moderate employment growth due to construc-

tion of apartment houses, motels, tad other

buildings that use custodial services.

Maintenance needs of condominiums also

will contribute to employment growth.

Rapid employment growth as the number of

hotels increases. The best opportunities

will be in new hotels and luxury motels.

Moderate employment increase as new restau-

rants, bars, and hotels open.

50

Moderate growth in employment. Most start-

ing jobs will. be in small restaurants and

D4



Occupation

Average
Percent Annual
Women Openings Employment Trends and Prospects

other eating places where food prepara-

tion is fairly simple.

Waiters and waitresses 88 86,000

Personal Service Occupations

92 51,000Cosmetologists

Private Household Service Occupations

51,000Private household
workers

98

Moderate employment increase due to the

construction of new hotels and restaurants.

Most openings, however, will stem from

high turnover.

Very good job opportunities for experienced

workers and newcomers. Good prospects

also for those seeking part-time work.

Despite the expected employment decline,

job opportunities will be very good. Many

openings will result as persons discouraged

by low wages seek employment in other fields.

Protective and Related Service Occupations

Guards 5 19,300 Moderate employment growth due to the

mounting incidence of crime and the in-

creasing numbers of plants, offices, and

stores requiring protection.

Police officers 3 14,300 Increased demaAd for protective services

should create very good employment opportu-

nities; specialized training will become

increasingly important.

* 2. Estimates not available. 51



Average
Percent Annual

Occupation Women Openings Employment Trends and Prospects

Other service Occupations

Telephone operators 96 16,000 Although direct dialing and other auto-

matic devices will restrict growth, there

will be thousands of openings each year

as operators retire, die, or leave the

labor force for other reasons.

SALES OCCUPATIONS

Insurance agents and 13 16,000 Moderate employment growth. Despite an

brokers
expected increase in sales volume, selling

is expected to remain keenly competitive.

Manufacturers' sales
workers 9 20,00C Greater bueless competition should sti-

mulate employment of manufacturers' sales

workers. Most favorable opportunities for

those trained to sell technical products.

Real estate sales
workers and brokers 36 25,000 Moderate employment increase to result

from the growing demand for home purchases

and rentals. Mature workers, including

those transferring from other kinds of sales

work, are likely to find many job opportuni-

ties.

Retail trade sales
workers

70 190,000 Good employment opportunities for full-

and part-time workers as income levels

rise and stores continue to remain open



Occupation

Securities sales
workers

Average
Percent Annual
Women Openings Employment Trends and Prospects

9 11,900 Moderate employment growth as funds avail-

able for investment increase. Many open-

ings will also result from deaths and re-

tirements. Transfers of sales workers who

have left their jobs because they were un-

able to establish a successful clientele

should also create many additional opportu-

nities.

Wholesale trade sales 6 31,000 Moderate employment growth resulting from
workers

expansion of wholesalers' customer services,

the duties of sales workers and business

in general.

CONSTRUCTION OCCITATIONS

Carpenters 1 37,000 Moderate employment growth from increased

construction and greater demand for car-

penters in the maintenance departments of

factories, stores, and large apartment

and government buildings.

Electricians
(construction)

2 11,100 Rapid employment increase as construction

expands and more electric outlets, switches,

and wiring are needed for appliances, air-

conditioning systems, electronic data pro-

cessing equipment, and electrical control

devices.

53 .9 7



Occupation

Average
Percent Annual
Women Openings Employment Trends and Prospects

Painters and 4 14,700 While most openings will he for painters,

paperhangers
several hundred jobs for paperhangers are

expected to become available yearly.

Plumbers and pipe-
fitters

1 16,300 Moderate employment increase due to rising

construction activity and growth of in-

dustries which use extensive pipework in

their processing activities, such as

chemical and petroleum refining. Also,

the trends toward more bathrooms per

home and more central air-conditioning

will result in increased demand for these

workers.

OCCUPATIONS IN TRANSPORTATION ACTIVITIES

Air Transportation Occupations

Flight attendants 95 8,000 Very rapid employment increase as aircraft

become larger and increase in number.

Many additional openings will occur as

attendants transfer to other occupations.

Continued fuel shortages may adversely af-

fect employment growth.

Traffic agents and
clerks

* = Estimates not available.

(*) 7,000 Very rapid employment increase because of

the anticipated growth of passenger and

cargo traffic.
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Occupation
Percent
Women

Average
Annual
Openings

Driving Occupations

(*) 1,600Local transit bus-
drivars

Local truckdrivers (*) 46,000

Taxi drivers 12 1,600

Employment Trends and Prospects

Slow employment rise as bus service is im-

proved and expanded in urban areas.

Moderate employment increase because of

growth in the volume of freight.

Slow decline in employment because of the

increased use of private and rented cars

and buses and subways. There will, how-

ever, be many openings each year from

deaths and retirements. Transfer to

other occupations will create additional

openings.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND REJ::TED OCCUPATIONS

All-round machinists

Bookbinders and related
workers

Composing room occupa-
tions

3 13,100

65 550

15 4,300

Moderate employment growth due to rising

demand for machined goods such as auto-

mobiles, household appliances, and indus7

trial products.

Moderate employment increa)e.

Slowly declining employment due to more

efficient typesetting equipm-at. A few

thousand openings are expected yearly to

replace workers who retire or die.

* = Estimates not available. 55 99



Occupation

Assemblers

Average
Percent Annual
Women Openings Employment Trends and Prospects

50 40,500 Slow employment growth, but thousands of

openings w:!.11 occur each year from deaths

and retirements in this large field.

Welders and 6 27,200 Rapid employment increase due to growth

flamecutters
of metalworking industries and wider use

of welding.
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IS THIS THE RIUHT OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE?

Sandra's Case

Sandra thinks that she would like to become a chemical engineer. Her

school record looks like this:

School Record: Point Average: 3.597
Class Rank: 10/150
Grade Record:

9 10 11 12

English BABA
Math A A A A
Science B A A A
Latin B A
Social Studies - B A A

School Activities: Baseball, National Honor Society

Outside Activities: Part-time work for last two summers in.:the tribe's
NYC program

School Evaluation: Strong academic student. Needs to be more considerate
of classmates. Recommended for college work.

Is this a good choice for Sandra? Why or why not?



Francis' Case

Francis thinks that she would like to become a construction worker. Her

school record looks like this:

School Record: Point Average:
Class Rank:
Grade Record:

2.000
75/150

9 10 , 11 12

English C D C C

Math B B. -

Science C C
Latin
Social Studies C D B

School Activities: Basketball

Outside Work: Part-time work for past three summers

tribes NYC program.

School Evaluation: Reliable, hard worker
Not highly recommended for college.

Is this's good carer choice for.Francis? Why or why not?

What else needs to be considered?

58
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Kay's Case

Kay thinks she would like to become an English teacher. Her school

record looks like this:

School Record: Point Average: 2.205
Class Rank: 95/150
Grade Record:

9 10 11 12
English C C B C
Math D C
Science .0 C

Foreign Languages
Social Studies B B

School Activities: Choir
- _

Outside Activities: Work after school as a cook's helper for the
tribe's elderly feeding program.

School Evaluation: Industrious, extroverted, very dependable, works
to the best of her ability, well liked; capable
of doing college work.

Is this a good career choice for Kay? Why or why not?

What else does she need to consider?

51()3



Connie's Case

Connie thinks she would like to become a nurse. Her school record

looks like this:

School Record: Point Average: 3.010
Class Rank: 27/150
Grade Record:

9 10 11 12

English B B B B

Math C C C B

Science A A B

French A B A B

Social Studies B B B

School Activities:

Outside Activities:

School Evaluation:

Student Council, French Club, Choir.

No record of outside activities available.

Conscientious, dependable, well-read.
Able to de college work.

Is this a good career choice for Connie? Why or why not?

What else does she need to consider?
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Arlene's Case

Arlene thinks she would like to become a medical secretary.

Her school record looks like this:

School Record:

School Activities:

Outside Activities:

School Evaluation:

Point Average:
Class Rank:
Grade Record:

3.432
20/150

English
Math
Science
Latin
Social Studies

9 10 11 12B ABA
B B B

B A
B A

B A A

National Honor Society.

Nurses' aid in local hospital (part-time)

Works consistently and intently, lacks
self-confidence, very dependable.

Is this a good career choice for Arlene? Why or why not?

What else does she need to consider?
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Marcia's Case

Marcia thinks that she would like to become an insurance agent.

Her school record looks like this:

School Record: Point Average:
Class Rank:
Grade Record:

3.39
30/150

9 10 11 12

English A B B A
Math A A A A
Science A B A A
Latin C C
Social Studies - B B B

School Activities: Science CRIB.

Outside Activities: Dances in tribe's dance group.

School Evaluation: Excellent student, very industrious, reliable,
suite personable.

Is this a good career choice for Marcia? Why or why not?

What else does she need to consider?

62
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Camel? Opporfuniiies
Throughout this unit, the term "reference materials" is used.

These reference materials are as follows:

1. Career Education Directory

2. Handbook of Job Facts

3. I Can Be Anything

4. Introduction to the University of Wisconsin System

5. Occupational Outlook Handbook

6. Opportunities through Education

Job C 11,G-fess
There are literally thousands of careers to choose from. To

cover them all would be an impossible task. For purposes of this

unit, two job clusters or groupings of jobs have been selected. One

is a group of 15 related jobs, and the other is a group based upon

school subjects. By using the clusters the girls can become acquainted

with a wide variety of careers., The job clusters are on pages to 28

of Book II and Book

For Girls 9-11, 12-14, and 15-18 Years Old

1. Arrange for a session or two of guest speakers based upon the

career cluster system.

2. Have the girls make a collage of either help-wanted ads or magazine

pictures that relate to a particular job cluster.

For Girls 9-11 and 12-14 Years Old

1. Select or construct trees or treelike structures. Anchor them so
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that they will stand erect.

Prepare captions to designate career clusters. Place these at the

bases of the trees. Have the girls identify jobs that fall within

a particular cluster and have them print the names of the jobi on

small cards. Tape them like leaves on the branches of the appropriate

trees.

For Girls 12-14 and 15-1C Years Old

1. Have the girls list the occupations of 20 people they know and

classify them according to one of the job cluster systems.

2. Have the girls take 10 help-wanted ads from newspapers and classify

them according to one of the job cluster systems.

3. Have the girls select three or four careers from each job cluster

and identify the information requested in the activity "To Be A

which is on pages 29 to 31 of Book I and II. The girls nay want to

select other careers from want ads. They may use reference materials

to find the necessary information.

4. Have the girls select three or four help-wanted ads. They may want

to use the reference materials to research the following:

Job cluster

Education or training needed

Range of salary

High school courses needed

Special qualifications

Personal characteristics needed

Supply and demand

Chance of advancement

Have the girls share their findings.
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Asking CZLIostion5 of Real Workers
Taking field trips, having guest speakers and actually interviewing

workers on a one-to-one basis can be beneficial ways for girls to learn

about the world of work. On all three occasions, girls should have the

opportunity to ask questions.

It may be helpful to have the girls role play or practice asking

questions before the actual experience. Have one girl pretend that she

is the person being interviewed and have other girls ask her questions.

If the girls are to benefit as much as possible from the experience

of taking field trips, having speakers, and interviewing individual

workers, they must be prepared with questions.

Help the girls develop a list of questions which they might use.

Following are some suggestions:

Workcr, Ititorview Omestions
1. What is the name of your job?

2. What do you do on the job?

3. What do you find interesting about your job?

4. What education or special training is needed for your job?

What schools did you attend?

5. What tools or special equipment do you use on your job?

6. Does your job require a lot of extra time? Do you work nights

or weekends?

7. Does your work- setting appeal to you?

8. Are people with your skills generally in demand? Is the need

for jobs like yours increasing or decreasing?

9. What are some qualities needed for job success?
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10. What do you like about your job?

11. What do you dislike about your job?

12. Do you work alone or with others?

13. What is the usual starting salary in a job like yours?

The GNQSF Speaker
Inviting guest speakers to the sessions with the girls is an

excellent way for them to learn about careers. Have the girls help

choose the speakers and/or the subject. You might want to consider

having a panel or speakers who could focus upon a particular career

cluster.

Following are some questions that you might ask the speaker to

discuss:

1. Describe the different jobs you have had beginning with your

first employment and ending with your present job.

2. What influenced you to choose these jobs or to change jobs?

3. What training and/or experience have you had which helped you

to do your present job?

4. Haw did you go about finding your jobs?

5. When did you decide to go into your present field of work?

6. What personal satisfactions do you get from yo-'r work?

7. What kind of experiences might help a young person find out

if she would enjoy doing a job like yours?

Int-ervicwir3 Workers on a One lz One 8i-Ai5
The girls might like to interview two or three workers in their

community. Refer to suggestions in the Leader's Guide for Exploring

Careers for some suggestions on this activity. It will be helpful if

you can assist in arranging appointments for the interviews.
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Field Trip5
The field trip experience becomes a very important part of the

program. As one person wrote, "One can read about working conditions;

one can talk about working condif:ions; one can recognize and ackowledge

them intellectually, one can even memorize them and retain them long

enough to pass an examination. But the student who has actually seen

them and heard them, felt and smelled them, has learned them emotionally

as well as intellectually."

Selection

1. Have the girls decide what they want to see and what careers they

want to learn more about. Their interest in careers will help

determine the location of the field trip.

2. After the purpose or reason for the trip is decided, consider

places where one could go. Job Service and County Extension

offices are a source of ideas for places to visit.

3. Careful attention should be given as to whether the resources or

potential sites to be visited are appropriate for the age and

maturity levels of the group.

4. Share your ideas with the girls in the group and with the project

director before making a final decision.

Planning

1. Visit the site of the trip before the actual field trip and talk

with those persons in charge to be sure the objectives of the trip

are well understood and all arrangements are made.

2. Arrange as far in advance as possible for appropriate transportation.

a. Tribal vans might he used.
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b. Parents might provide transportation. If they do, be

sure that the parents have insurance and have the statement

regarding insurance.

c. "Permission slips" allowing the student to participate

in the field trip should be signed and kept on file.

3. Thoroughly discuss the objectives of the trip with the girls in-

cluding their responsibilities, planned route, persona they will be

meeting, and items to be noticed.

a. What plans need to be made by the girls?

b. Have the girls read about some of the occupations that

they will see. They can use the reference materials to

do this.

c. What questions can be thought of ahead of time so that as

much learning as possible will take place on the actual

trip?

The Trip

1. Arrange for adequate supervision. Enough parents should be included

to guarantee constant supervision of all girls. The type of super-

vision necessary depends on the age level of the girls as well as

the type of site visited.

2. Make sure that all girls can see and hear during the tour. It may

be necessary to tour in very small groups when visiting an industry

using large noisy machinery.

3. Remember that the primary purpose of a field trip is to give the

girls an opportunity to experience (see, hear, feel, smell) as much

as possible the environment in which they may work if they choose

one of the occupations observed.
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4. After returning to the community, the girls should discuss what

they observed. Discussion may include the types of abilities,

interests, and training necessary for certain occupations, the

nature of working conditions to expect, etc.

5. Be sure to send a thank-you letter to the host of the tour.

Various Learning Experiences
Following are a variety of learning experiences which should

help girls enhance their knowledge of the world of work.

For Girls 9-11, 12-14, and 15-18 Years Old

1. Ask the girls if they can describe the occupations in the left

hand column. After they guess, give them the answers which are in

the right hand column.

How many girls described the occupations correctly? Point out

that there are thousands of different occupations or careers and

that this unit will give them a chance to explore some of them.

Occupation Description

1. Back Washer Tends machines that wash textiles

2. Frog Shaker Shakes cured tobacco to separate leaves

3. Banana Spotter Works with molds in plastics industry

4. Car Whacker Prepares railroad cars for loading

5. Bank Boss Supervises dredging operations

6. Kiss Setter Shapes and wraps candy kisses

7. Jogger Aligns edges of piles of F7inted or
blank paper

8. Hand Shaker Shakes dirt from peanut vine

9. Bead Builder Builds rubber tire beads

10. Tie Puller Operates machine that compresses and
binds loose materials together
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For Girls 9-11 Years Old

1. On poster board, draw a map of your 'community. Have the girls

identify and mcrk all the places where people work. Have the girls

discuss the kinds of work that people do at those places.

2. Have the girls draw pictures of the different hats which workers

wear. Some workers are: nurses, policemen, soldiers, and construc-

tion workers. The girls can think of others. Next have the girls

discuss what each of the workers does.

3. Call off to the girls a cord representing a natural resource. Then

have the girls name all the occupations they can think of that are

involved in that occupation. As an example, for the resource tree,

the girls might name logger, tree farmer, nursery man, logging

truck driver, sclaer, orchard farmer, etc. For the word wheat,

girls might name seed store cleik, farmer, miller, baker, spaghetti

maker, etc.

4. Invite the girls to help you make a life-size drawing of a girl

about their age. Ask the girls to think of every occupation that

in some way helps a person of their age, such as dentist, grocer,

shoe salesperson, etc. Guide the girls in labeling the appropriate

parts of the figures with the names of the suggested occupations.

Use the reference materials to learn more about some of the

occupations.

5. Have the girls draw or cut out pictures of a variety of bags that

might be used in various occupations. Choices might include paper

bags, suitcases, back packs, parachutes, doctor's black bag, attache

case, lunch box, grain or feed bags, and plastic dry-cleaning bags.

The girls could then select one or more of the bags and write brief

descriptions of various occupations that make use of such a bag.

1:15
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Use the reference materials to learn more about some of the

occupations.

6. Show the girls a variety of ordinary objects--a piece of rope, a

piece of cloth, = chair, a cot, a long wooden stick, a toy car--

that children can use in a fantasy game.

Have the girls join you in an "imagination stretching" game. Hold

up an object, perhaps a pieca of rope, and say, "That reminds me

of several people who do s?ecial jobs."

Tell the girls that the rope reminds you of several jobs, such as

a cowgirl catching s horse, or a sailor tieing up her ship. See

what the girls can think of.

Have the girls bring objects from home and try guessing about them.

7. Pass an old, well-worn dollar bill around the room. Have the girls

join you in an imaginary trip backward in time to see where the

dollar has seen. Have them close their eyes and try to "see" the

-people who have "owned" the bill at various times. Your story

might go something like this:

"I got my dollar as change from the cashier at the grocery
store. The cashier got the dollar from a boy who bought some
apples. The boy got the dollar from a newpaper distributor
who pays the boy to run a paper route. The newspaper distri-
butor got the dollar from a bank teller who cashed his pay
check. The bank teller got the dollar from the loan depart-
ment. The loan department got the dollar from a doctor who
made a payment on his car loan. The doctor got the dollar
from a patient who owns a bookstore. The patient got the
dollar from a librarian who bought a book. The librarian
got the dollar when she cashed her pay check at the bank.
The bank got the dollar from the U. S. Treasury Department.
The U. S. Treasury Department made the dollar on a printing
press."

Include as many occupations as possible in the imaginary trip.

Following the story, have the girls help you list the occupations

or careers of the people who exchanged the dollar.

116
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Divide the girls into groups of three cr four. Give each group a

one dollar bill and have the girls create an imaginary trip into

the future for their bill. Encourage them to think of new occupa-

ti(ns and careers for the dollar to meet, and to role-play each

person receiving and spending the dollar. For example, one girl

might give the dollar to a dentist to pay for pulling, a tooth.

The dentist might spend the dollar on a haircut. The barber might

use the dollar to buy a pair of shoes. The shoe salesperson . .

and so forth. The girls might like to use props. As each presen-

tation is made, list on the chalkboard all the careers that are

depicted.

8. Have the girls make their own "bags." Ask them to go through old

magazines and clip out numerous pictures representing careers they

might like and careers they might dislike.

Demonstrate to the girls how they might paste the pictures repre-

senting their likes on the outside of a paper bag and those repre-

senting their dislikes on the inside. Show them how to cut "eyes"

into the bag to make a mask. Explain that the careers they like

will be in full view of everyone and that those they dislike will

be hidden inside the bag. Their dislikes will be secret unless

they choose to let a friend "put on the bag" to see what is inside.

Help the girls make their bags. Perhaps you will want to make one

of your own to encourage participation.

When the bags are finished, hold a "career parade" in which the

girls move around the room inspecting their friends' creations and

talk about their career fantasies.

9. Have the girls select their favorite current career interest and

describe it for the group. Where will they work? What responsibil-

11. 7



ities will they have? How much and what kind of training will

they need? What aspects of the career appeal to them most? You

might help them to use the reference materials to answer some of

these questions.

Have the girls draw pictures of themselves doing their kind of

work.

You might have each girl write up a short description of the

abilities, personal traits, and education or training required

for the occupation she has chosen.

10. Divide the girls into several small groups. Each group is to

select a product--a loaf of bread, a book, a pair of shoes, a

candle, or whatever--and trace the steps in the production and

distribution of the commodity. Work with the members of each

group as they identify the stages of manufacturing, from raw

materials to product, and the stages of distribution. Guide them

in developing a list of occupations involved in carrying out these

processes.

The girls might like to make a display showing what they have found

out.

Don't worry if all occupations in the process are not included.

The important thing is to help girls think about the many types of

careers which are available to them.

11. Have the girls draw pictures showing a woman working in the job

they think they like best.

12. Have the girls write a story about the job they think they like

best.

13. Have the girls role play some jobs they think they like.

14. Have the girls make a collage of women workers. They can cut

a
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from magazines pictures of women doing different jobs. They may

use reference materials to elaborate on the various jobs.

For Girls 12-14 Years Old

1. Have the girls make a "Me Box." Encourage the girls to be as

inventive as possible. They could cover a cardboard box with pic-

tures, sketches, and slogans cut from magazines that represent some

significant aspects of their personality, activities, and special

interests, or they could draw their own pictures. They could save

one side of the box for "prediction" pictures--pictures of possible

future careers.

2. Have the girls write a short "news" article for a newspaper, a

poem, or a short story to describe a career. They can use the

reference materials to get ideas.

3. Have the girls make a collage, using their own drawings or magazine

clippings showing different aspects of a career. For example,

what kind of preparation will they need? What are the working

hours, working conditions, opportunities for creativity or advance-

ment? They can use the reference materials to get ideas.

4. Have the girls identify things which tribal members used to make

for themselves, such as clothing, fishing spears, canoes, or homes.

Next, discuss with the girls how such things are made today. What

kind of workers make such things today?

A follow up to this discussion might be a field trip to a manufac-

turing plant. If there is a construction site in the area, the

girls might take a field trip to learn about all the kinds of

careers which are involved in creating a building. Examples of

careers related to building are those of architects, engineers,
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plumbers, carpenters, and masons.

This learning experience should help girls see how a changing

world affects the kind of work one can do, and how jobs are inter-

related.

5. Have the girls investigate various careers that interact when a

consumer decides to purchase "on time" an expensive item, such as

a car. Have the girls identify some of the general occupational

areas involved in such an event. Some examples are the bank or

finance company, car dealer, insurance agency, and state motor

vehicle department. Each girl might then select one or two

specific occupations and learn more about it/them by using the

reference materials. The girls might like to put on a skit showing

the role of each employee who helped with the transaction.

6. As a way to study health-oriented occupations, the girls might

imagine that a person was injured in an accident,. The girls might

use the reference materials to learn about careers which would be

involved in the care and treatment of the patient. They might use

the information for a skit, a play, or a mock television program.

Make sure the girls don't stop at information about the nurse and

doctor, but think of physical and occupational therapists, the

paper work, etc.

7. People with the same training and the same job can work in many

different places. For example, a cook can work in a school; restau-

rant, factory, or hotel, in the same of a different geographic

location. Have the girls discuss other examples of this idea.

They might like to make a poster to illustrate this.


